* This article was translated from the Italian by Isabella Maria Livorni. 1 Furthermore, one cannot exclude Umberto Saba from this brief list of hermetic poetryespecially his collection Parole (1934) that includes, not coincidentally, a composition entitled "Ulisse". A second composition with the same title appears years later in Mediterranée (1946) . Both collections can be found in Saba (1988). Quasimodo's collections are published in Quasimodo (1971) . It must be noted that some critics do not agree on Quasimodo's hermeticism, see, for instance Tedesco (1959), 23 and Bo (1969), 404-5. the poetic expression, which in extreme cases aimed at a mystical sense of the poetic text.
The topos of nóstos, and in particular Ulysses' nóstos, is so prevalent in hermetic poetry that its presence cannot only be considered influential on a narrative and thematic level, but it also involves and truly supports the central principles of this poetry. The hermeticist poetics of the word must pay attention to certain Ulyssean myths, like that of the Sirens, which is a key element in the modernist elaboration of Ulysses, especially because of its implications with regards to phonè.2 Furthermore, nóstos implies a terminus ad quem of circumnavigation: in Homer's epic poem, Ulysses' destination is the long-desired island of Ithaca, but we must also consider the fact that he must arrive, visit and finally leave many other islands before reaching his final destination. Therefore, there are two recurring elements in Odysseus' journey: the island and the shipwreck. In fact, the hero is introduced for the first time after the shipwreck that crashes him into the shore of the island of Ogygia. The episodes that follow alternate between shipwrecks and landings on various islands: a shipwreck and then the landing on Scheria (V, 282-493); the episode on the Cyclops' island (IX, ; the floating island of Aeolia (X, 1-79); Circes' island (X, 133-574); the Sirens' island (XII, ; and the island of Trinacria (XII, 260-402).3
The hermetic poets' interest in the metaphor of the island -a metaphor that breathes the same salty air of the metaphors of the sea journey and of the shipwreck -suggests a strong affinity between that image and the open nature of the fragment, which is the most emblematic poetic form the hermetic poets employed. The fragment appears to be the enlightening and often short expression of a longer and more complex discourse, which remains unsaid, but contained in its entirety in the fragment itself. One thinks of Ungaretti's first collections, which by no chance oscillates between the two titles Il Porto Sepolto (1916) and Allegria di Naufragi (1919) , and the lack of punctuation at the end of each poem, in the style Guillaume Apollinaire adopted in his Calligrammes. The intention behind the lack of punctuation is to return the
